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“Digital Devices and Your Child” 

Children today are growing up in a very different digital world than their parents.  

Smartphones, video games, tablets, etc. offer a world of knowledge and 

opportunity, but their overuse can cause tension and disagreements between 

parents and children.  How much time should I let my child play video games per 

day?  What games and apps offer positive or negative influences?  How do I keep 

up with all of it when it is constantly changing?  What are some helpful ideas and 

guidelines that are user friendly for parents? 

1. It’s important for parents to give themselves permission to limit and 

supervise their child’s use of digital devices.  You are the parent and it is OK 

to put into place the rules and guidance you feel are most appropriate to 

help your child learn and benefit from digital devices while also being safe.  

This is true even when your rules are different from the rules of other 

parents whose children your child plays with.  Parents’ rules will differ and 

that may be hard for your child to understand or accept—children are 

different with different needs for different safety guidelines and 

privileges—and those are up to each parent to decide.  As the parent, it’s 

important to discuss your concerns with your child in age-appropriate ways 

and stick to your rules and what you feel is best for your child and family.   

2. One school psychologist has suggested a simple rule of thumb for video 

games—to limit video game play time to ½ hour per night on school nights 

and 1 hour per day on weekends.   

3. Some parents choose to limit use of digital devices to certain hours of the 

day and remove them from children’s rooms after a certain hour at night, 

maybe a half hour or more before bedtime.  Some parents limit use of the 

internet and digital devices to areas of the house and times of day when 

parents can supervise.  Some children and teens may stay up late texting 

friends or getting on websites or apps that may expose them to 

inappropriate content or unsafe people.  Parents can decide what age their 

child is ready to have access to use digital devices. 



4. It is also OK for children to not have a TV in their bedroom.  Some children 

may not turn off a TV at bedtime or use it responsibly.  Some TV channels 

that have appropriate programming during the day, may not show 

appropriate programming during the night—which can accidentally expose 

children to inappropriate content if the TV is left on late at night.   

5. With Smart TVs, phones, play stations, computers, etc.--children can watch 

videos, chat with people they may not know, and can potentially be 

exposed to unsafe situations—so supervision of children while they are 

using electronic games and digital devices is more important now than 

ever.  With the pandemic and the dramatic increase of digital learning, 

cybercrime directed toward children has significantly increased.   

6. New phone and computer apps are coming out all the time.  Some are 

wonderful—like apps for art and design.  But there are also apps that make 

bullying easier and potentially more hurtful, (for instance, there are apps 

where text messages disappear after they are shared).  Some apps can 

make sharing of inappropriate content without detection easier, (for 

example, apps where photos disappear after they are shared.)  Some apps 

can make it easier for strangers to gain access to children, (like apps with 

private chat rooms or other features).  Many local police departments offer 

education workshops for parents about safety related to apps, digital 

devices, phones, and social media.  There are also options for parental 

controls that may differ depending on the phone service provider and the 

phone itself.  In addition to closely supervising your child, these resources 

can help parents keep their children safe online. 

7. Children and teenagers may not realize that certain kinds of content are 

illegal to share online—like unclothed photos of underage children, bullying 

online, etc.  Bullying is against the law in Georgia, and that includes bullying 

that occurs online.  

8. Children and teenagers often don’t realize that everything they share on 

digital media online or by phone is potentially there forever.  Even if the 

text or photo disappears on an app within seconds—if someone takes a 

photo or video of what is shared—it is no longer private.  For teens getting 

ready to apply to college or a job—it’s important to realize that future 

employers or college/tech school admissions staff can do an online search 

for them and find what they have posted—and that could create positive or 



negative impressions of their character and affect their future 

opportunities. 

9. Having educational conversations with children that are age-appropriate 

regarding digital media can help them make better decisions and stay safer. 

10.  Sometimes children and teens may stumble across inappropriate material 

that pops up in an ad or video—or they may be confronted with spam texts 

or malware, or other situations online or on their phone.  It is important for 

them to understand that they will not be in trouble if they ask you for help.  

If they don’t know how to respond to something that occurs online or on a 

video game chat or on the phone—it is important for them to get a safe 

adult involved as soon as possible—preferably a parent.  Sometimes even 

clicking out of malware can cause problems to a device--so checking with a 

parent even before closing a website is important.  Also it can be helpful for 

a parent to see what happened online so they can talk with the child about 

any inappropriate material they were exposed to--or about how to prevent 

a problem from happening in the future.   

If you would like more information about this topic, here are some additional 

resources. 

Achildsvoicecac.org 

Internatsafety101.org 

Misingkids.org 

Commonsensemedia.org 

District Attorney Randy McGinley    404-247-1092      rmcginley@pacga.org 

Lindsey Jones, A Child’s Voice    470-285-8498      ljones@achildsvoicecac.com 
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